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Solar	panels	fields	in	the	Netherlands
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Solar	panels	fields:	design	parameters

Location

Module	technology
System	type
System	size

Orientation	(tilt	angle,	azimuth)

But…	solar	panel	fields	affect
sound	propagation
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Solar	panels	fields:	design	parameters	location[4]

• Is	there	enough	surface	area	available	to	install	the	given	size	PV	array?		
• Can	the	array	be	oriented	to	maximize	the	solar	energy	received?			
• Is	the	area	minimally	shaded,	especially	during	the	middle	of	the	day?			
• Is	the	structure	strong	enough	to	support	the	array	and	installers?			
• How	will	the	array	be	mounted	and	secured?			
• How	far	will	the	array	be	from	other	system	equipment?			
• How	will	the	array	be	installed	and	maintained?	
• Will	the	array	be	subjected	to	damage	or	accessible	to	unqualified	persons?			
• Are	there	local	fire	codes	or	wind	load	concerns	that	limit	rooftop	areas	for	PV	

installations?				
• Are	there	additional	safety,	installation	or	maintenance	concerns?	
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Solar	panels	fields:	design	parameters	size[5]

• Capacity	(power	production):	the	most	common	way	of	describing	the	
size	of	a	PV	system	is	through	its	installed	capacity.

• Land	surface	area:
o Area	limited	=>	high	efficient	panels	(more	expensive)
o Area	not	limited	=>	less	efficient	panels	(cheaper)

[6]
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Problem	definition

• Insertion	Loss	(traffic	noise)	for	the	typical	solar	panel	field

• Wind	effect	on	Insertion	Loss

• Conversion	to	attenuation	factor	in	engineering	formula
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Contents	of	this	presentation

• Numerical	model	and	scale	model	validation
• Definition	of	case-study
• First	results

• Parallel	work	of	TNO
• Conclusions	and	future	work
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Solar	panel	field	(37° on	ground)
WIND
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Hybrid	model	for	sound	propagation[7] +	windHybrid	model	for	sound	propagation[7]

W
IN
D

[8]

Simplified	wind	implementation:
effective	sound	speed2

Wind	velocity

x [m]

z	[m]
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Application	case	hybrid	model:	Buitenschot Park[9,10]
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Application	case	hybrid	model
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Validation,	scale	model	measurements
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Solar	panels	fields:	numerical	evaluation

• 2D	and	2.5D	DG	scenarios

• Ground:	acoustically	hard	and	impedance
• Frequency:	up	to	2	Khz
• Main	source:	Road	traffic

• Wind	tunnel	scaled	experimental	validation
• Wind	velocity	0,	5,	7,	10	m/s	(z=10	m)

• IL	(traffic	noise)	and	attenuation	factor	(engineering	formula)
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Solar	panel	field	(37° on	ground)
WIND
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Solar	panel	field	(37° elevated)
WIND
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Solar	panel	field	(20° elevated)
WIND
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Solar	panels	fields

Lp,rel [dB]
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Solar	panels	fields	(37° on	ground)
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Solar	panels	fields	(37° elevated)
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Solar	panels	fields	(20° elevated)
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Results	from	similar	ground	effects

Bashir	et	al.	(2014)[11]		 "Diffraction	assisted	ground	effects”
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Results	from	similar	ground	effects

the imaginary part of the equivalent surface impedance, by which
such a LPW could be represented, exceeds its real part [1,2,10,8].
However, the surface waves can be mitigated by making the walls
(partly) absorbing or by (partially) filling the space in between the
walls with a porous medium such as gravel [3,9]. By doing so, a
resistive part is added to the LPW’s equivalent impedance which
otherwise can be considered as purely reactive [7,1,2,9]. Other
ways of reducing surface waves generated by LPWs are using a
smaller number of walls [2] and introducing some randomness in
the LPW structure [6].

The usefulness of parallel walls has been shown before by
means of scale model studies [2,9,3], real-life implementations
with artificial sound sources [1,3] and drive-by tests [3,5], and by
numerical simulations [9,3]. So far, only the efficiency in a still
and homogeneous atmosphere has been investigated.

Turbulence is known to strongly limit the magnitude of
destructive interference dips that appear between direct sound
and ground reflected sound outdoors [11,12]. Downward refraction
of sound will lead to multiple sound paths arriving at a single
receiver [11], and to changes in path length. Meteorological effects
can be expected to affect the performance of LPWs at higher fre-
quencies since LPWs are mainly related to interferences.

The main goal of this paper is to show the effect of refraction
and turbulent scattering on the insertion loss of LPW structures
by means of numerical predictions. Various techniques have been
employed and the agreement between them might serve as a
cross-validation of the predictions. A single (raised) LPW structure
has been chosen for road traffic noise applications. Alternatively,
sunken geometries [5,3] could have the benefit of allowing cars
to drive over it when needed, meaning that a placement close to
the traffic lanes (e.g. on the emergency lane or central reservation)
is possible. However, such geometries perform slightly worse than
the equivalent raised ones [3] in a non-refracting and non-
turbulent atmosphere. The focus in this study is therefore on the
latter.

This paper does not intend to provide a full parameter study of
all parameters involved in LPWs, or simulating its performance in
multi-lane road traffic noise cases. Such studies can be found else-
where, see e.g. Refs. [9,3]. For simplicity, all surfaces are modelled
as rigid, notwithstanding that this is known to promote surface
waves. The interaction between atmospheric effects and individual
LPW parameters like height, spacing, wall thickness etc. is not
studied either.

2. Low parallel wall case

A source is positioned at (x, z) (0, 0.01) m, representative for the
rolling noise source in road traffic [13,14], which is the dominant
contribution in the direct vicinity of highways. Receivers are
located at 50 m from the source, at heights of either 1.5 m (repre-
senting the average ear height of pedestrians) or 4 m (height of the
first storey of buildings as commonly used in noise maps). All sur-
faces are rigid.

A regularly spaced LPW configuration was considered (see
Figs. 1 and 2), containing 24 walls, all 0.2 m high and 0.065 m thick,
starting at 2.5 m (i.e. the left face of the first wall) from the source,

with a centre-to-centre spacing of 0.26 m. The right face of the last
wall is positioned at 8.545 m from the source. The dimensions of
the LPWs considered here are roughly based on household bricks
placed on their sides; using such bricks could be a cheap way of
constructing a LPW in practice. A minimum distance between the
first wall and the source is needed for safety reasons.

3. Numerical techniques and parameters

3.1. Sound propagation models

Three numerical techniques have been used to assess the sound
pressure level reduction provided by the LPWs, which are shortly
described in the subsequent subsections. Discriminating features
of the numerical techniques are the possibility to model wind
and/or turbulence, whether calculations were performed in two
dimensions or in 3D, and whether the effective sound speed
approach [11,15] was used or the (full) Linearised Euler Equations
(LEE) [16–18] were solved when modelling wind effects. The fre-
quency range considered contains the 1/3 octave bands between
50 Hz and 2500 Hz.

3.1.1. BEM
The boundary element method (BEM) is a well-established

technique solving the Helmholtz equation in the frequency
domain. Simulations are here limited to sound propagation in a
still and homogeneous atmosphere. Calculations were performed
in 2D with explicitly modelled parallel walls using the code
described in Ref. [6]. The method used 10 computational cells
per wavelength and allows for exactly positioning discretisation
points at the wall-air interfaces. Reflection from the underlying
ground is included in the Green’s function and therefore the
ground was not discretised. This greatly reduces the computational
effort. Six frequencies were calculated to constitute each 1/3
octave band.

3.1.2. FDTD
The pressure-velocity (P-V) staggered-in-place (SIP) staggered-

in-time (SIT) finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) model [19] is
used. When relying on the effective sound speed approach, accu-
rate results can be obtained in the case of wind flowing parallel
to flat ground [20], while keeping the computational cost signifi-
cantly smaller than fully solving the LEE (see also Appendix B).

The spatial discretisation step was chosen to be 1 cm, suffi-
ciently small for resolving the 2.5-kHz 1/3 octave band. The tempo-
ral discretisation was set to 20 ls, ensuring numerical stability,
optimal computing speed and minimum phase error [21]. On the
left, right and upper boundaries, perfectly matched layers [22]
are placed to simulate continuation of the propagation region
and thus zero-reflection calculation domain termination. The
PML equations use the effective sound speed approach as well,
by taking the effective sound speeds appearing closest to the inner
region of the simulation domain [19].

The parallel walls were explicitly modelled with best fitting
square cells, which comes at no additional (numerical) cost given
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Fig. 1. Geometry studied, indicating the low parallel wall structure, the source (cross) and receivers (open circles).
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in the inertial subrange [15]. Eight length scales are considered,
ranging from 1.5 cm to 2 m, fitting in between the grid resolution
and the extent of the simulation domain. Other turbule-model
parameters are the packing fraction / = 0.002, l = ln(2) and a ratio
of ‘‘cell” size to turbule size d/a = 8. The reader is referred to Ref.
[27] for more details on these parameters and related equations.

To purely see the effect of turbulent scattering on sound shield-
ing, sound propagation is simulated in a non-moving atmosphere.
New realisations were added until the energetically averaged
insertion losses converged; the convergence criterion was a change
in insertion loss of less than 0.1 dB at all one-third octave bands
considered. For the weak turbulence case, 15 calculations sufficed.
For the strong turbulent case, 40 realisations have been calculated.

4. Numerical predictions

The insertion loss (IL) is calculated as the sound pressure level
in case of flat rigid ground (i.e. reference case) minus the sound
pressure level in presence of the LPWs for an identical source-
receiver setup. Positive values mean that sound pressure levels
are reduced. For the LPW scenarios with wind and turbulence,
exactly the same wind profiles and turbulent fields have been con-
sidered in the reference case.

4.1. Still and homogeneous atmosphere

The insertion loss spectrum of the LPW structure (see Fig. 4)
shows a pronounced frequency-dependent behavior. At very low
frequencies, the small walls are negligible relative to the large
wavelengths and a similar sound propagation situation as above
flat rigid ground is obtained. The surface waves that are excited
by the LPWs yield a negative insertion loss, meaning that an
increase in sound pressure level is predicted over and above that
due to the constructive interference (amounting to +6 dB relative
to free field sound propagation) predicted for the reference situa-
tion. Surface waves are most pronounced between 100 and
200 Hz. At higher frequencies, strong positive insertion losses are
calculated, exceeding 10 dB in some frequency ranges. The higher
receiver position gives rise to a somewhat lower insertion loss,
especially at the highest sound frequencies considered.

The agreement between the full-wave techniques BEM, FDTD
and PSTD is excellent. Some small differences are inevitable, since
the methods that were used are quite diverse: a frequency-domain
technique is opposed to time-domain approaches, and the meth-
ods use very different spatial (and temporal) resolutions. In addi-
tion, the time-domain techniques use – implicitly – a large
number of sound frequencies to constitute the 1/3 octave bands
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Fig. 5. Insertion loss spectra in case of a windless atmosphere, and in presence of moderate (u⁄ = 0.4 m/s) and strong (u⁄ = 0.8 m/s) wind. Predictions were performed with
FDTD and PSTD for a receiver height of 4 m. In all predictions, the effective sound speed approach was used and calculations are two-dimensional.
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Fig. 4. Insertion loss spectra in case of a windless atmosphere. 2D predictions were performed with FDTD, BEM and PSTD explicitly modelling the LPW structure, for a
receiver height zr of 1.5 m and 4 m.
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Van	Renterghem et	al. (2017)[12]	
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Effect	Geluidoverdracht Zonnevelden
Numerieke berekeningen

Verschil met	overdracht grasbodem
Afstanden tot	ca.	600	m
Effect	geometrie
Effect	bodemhardheid
Effect	wind	(meteo)

Metingen:	Oost-west	opstelling
Relatief korte afstand,	tot	200	meter
Gebruik puntbron (luidspreker)
Vergelijking met	berekeningen
Vergelijking met	referentie (grasbodem)

Figuren	uit:	Zonnewijzer,	Gelderse	Gebiedsgids	voor	zonnevelden
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Metingen
Bron:	Twee	luidsprekers,	sweep &	ruis

Microfoons:	referentie,	100	/	150	/	200	meter

Meteomast	(wind	&	temperatuur	gradiënt)
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Numerieke	berekeningen	(TNO)

Drie	methoden:

Rand	elementen	methode	(BEM):	efficiënt,	zonder	wind

Eindige	elementen	methode	(FEM):	rekenintensief,	met	wind
Voorwaartse	golfvergelijking	(PE):	zeer	efficiënt,	met	wind

Arno	Eisses,	Erik	Salomons,	Frits	van	der	Eerden
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Illustraties	berekeningen	(TNO)
PE	resultaat:	meewind	&	grasbodem	(125	Hz)
(geluid	t.o.v.	vrije	veld	in	dB)

FEM	resultaat:	meewind	&	grasbodem	(125	Hz)
(geluidniveau	in	dB)

8	schermen
8	schermen,	ingezoomd
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Conclusions

• Detailed sound	propagation modelling over	solar panels	is	possible
• First	effects are	computed for the for ‘south’	scenario:	

• Reduction of	sound	for the higher frequencies
• Wind	effects limit	sound	reduction

Work in	progress
• Calculations for line	source	(road traffic)	(TU/e)
• Results for south+east/west	cases	and with different	ground surfaces (TU/e-

TNO)
• Wind	tunnel	measurements for validation (TU/e)
• Translation to engineering	model	(TU/e-TNO)
• Optimal acoustic orientation?
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Thank	you!

Building	Acoustics
@TU/e
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